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Abstract—We study a novel distributed storage system inte-
grated Data Centers (DCs) and satellite networks. This integrated
system is expected as distributed storage system that can keep the
storage service even if disasters strike because satellite is tolerant
to link disruption caused by disasters. In this paper, we focus on
data distribution method in the integrated system, and assume
an erasure coding and a simply replication as data distribution
method. We evaluate the storage volume and transmission time
on each method which are required to restore lost data when
some DCs are damaged by disasters. The storage volume of
the erasure coding becomes lower than that of the replication
while the transmission time becomes higher. A data transfer
method is proposed in this paper to shorten the transmission
time of the erasure coding. The proposed method to reduce
the transmission volume on downlink communication by using
network coding technologies. The numerical results show that
the proposed method can restore the lost data in less time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, storage requirements increase almost exponen-
tially due to widespread use of email, photos, videos, log files,
and so forth. The distributed storage system have attracted
much attention as a fault tolerant storage, because they dis-
tributes and stores data in many Data Centers (DCs) [1], [2].
However, the earthquake and tsunami dramatically affected
communications infrastructures and made it difficult to provide
reliable storage services. The great East-Japan Catastrophic
Disaster in March 2011 damaged 1.9 million circuits out
of total 24 million and 29, 000 base stations out of total
132, 000 [3]. Under such circumstances, it is possible to
identify two problems, which are communication to disaster
area and communication (and storage) in disaster area.

To cope with the first problem, SKY Perfect JSAT corpo-
ration has developed a novel distributed storage system called
S*Plex3 [4], which integrates DCs and satellite networks.
The integrated storage system can communicate with disas-
ter area during disasters since satellite networks have large
coverage area and high disaster tolerance [5]. Additionally,
it is possible to minimize the risk of losing large number
of DCs to a single disaster event by distributing them many
different physical locations (throughout Japan). Moreover, the
integrated storage system can ensure that we can restore the
data when we have less than 30% data loss by using an
erasure coding as data distribution method, which is basic
technology in satellite networks [6]. Therefore, the integrated
system can provide the storage service even if some DCs are
damaged by disasters. However, disaster does not only damage
DCs and communications line to the disaster area but also

Fig. 1. Considered system model to expeditiously restore the lost data.

communications infrastructures in the disaster area such as
optical cable, base station, and so forth. Thus, communications
and storage in disaster area is also the problem. To cope
with the second problem, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
(NTT) corporation is developing a Movable and Deployable
Resource Unit (MDRU), which is a vehicle equipped with
communications and storage equipments. It is expected as
an emergent communications and storage device instead of
malfunctioning DCs and base station [7], [8].

We strive for a distributed storage system, which can
expeditiously restore the lost data by using the integrated
storage system and MDRUs as shown in Fig. 1. The integrated
storage system is used to distribute the data to different
DCs. When some DCs are damaged by disasters, MDRUs
are deployed to the disaster area as a communications and
storage infrastructure. Subsequently, remaining DCs transmit
the redundant data to MDRUs via satellite networks to restore
the lost data. In this paper, we investigate the impact of data
distribution method on the network performance such as the
storage volume and the transmission time which are required
to restore the data when some DCs are damaged by disasters.
An erasure coding and a simply replication are evaluate as
data distribution method. The storage volume of the erasure
coding becomes lower than that of the replication while the
transmission time becomes higher. Therefore, we propose a
novel method to shorten the transmission time required to
restore the lost data in the integrated storage system with



TABLE I
PARAMETERS IN THE SYSTEM MODEL.

Parameter Definition
Ndc Number of DCs
c Each Link capacity between DCs and satellite
s File size

Nfile Number of files Nfile = mNdc,m ∈ N+

p Actual number of damaged DCs D > p ≥ 1
f Maximum number of damaged DCs D > f ≥ p

erasure coding. The proposed method reduce the transmission
volume on downlink communication by using network coding
technologies [9].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the system models, the replication, and the
erasure coding as data distribution method considered in this
paper, and also analyze and investigate the storage volume and
transmission time on each method. We propose the method
to shorten the transmission time of the erasure coding in
Section III. Section IV provides numerical results and Section
V concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODELS

A. Preliminaries

The integrated storage system consists of a Geostationary
Earth Orbit satellite and Ndc DCs. We assume that the satellite
has a coverage area which can communicate with all of DCs,
and employs Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA)
and Pre-Assigned Multiple Access (PAMA) as bandwidth
allocation methods. Thus, the capacity of each link between
DCs and the satellite becomes the same value c. Additionally,
we assume that uplink and downlink capacity over satellite
communications are the same value c, where packet loss (or
bit error) is ignored. The integrated storage system distributes
Nfile files with s byte of data to DCs. Supposed that each
DC stores same amount of data, Nfile becomes equal to
mNdc,m ∈ N+. When p DCs are damaged by disasters, p
MDRUs are deploy to disaster area and provide the storage
and communications service as a substitute of malfunctioning
DCs and base stations. f represents the maximum number of
malfunctioning DCs that we can have in order to be able to
restore the lost data. In order to not consider the case that
files cannot be restored, f ≥ p shall be required. We study
the performance of two data distribution methods, i.e., the
replication and the erasure coding, when the values of f and
p are changed. Table I summarizes the parameters and their
definition.

B. Replication

Fig 2(a) shows the data distribution procedure to restore lost
data when f DCs are damaged in the integrated storage system
with replication. First, Ndc files are distributed into Ndc DCs.
Then, f replications on each file are distributed to f DCs, here
each DC has same number of files. Such procedure continues
until all of files are distributed, namely m times. Therefore, the
storage volume on each DC, Srep, is defined by the following

(a) Replication

(b) Erasure coding

Fig. 2. Example of data distribution Procedures when f = 2.

equation, because it is necessary for each DC to store m(f+1)
files as shown in Fig 2(a).

Srep = sm(f + 1), (1)

When p DCs are damaged, remaining DCs which have the
lost file transmit the lost file to MDRUs. It is clear that the
number of lost file and remaining DCs which have the lost
file depends on the values of f and p. In addition to this,
the number of lost file and remaining DCs with have the lost
file are also affected by the combination of damaged DCs as
shown in Fig. 3.

In this paper, we analyze combination of malfunctioning
DCs, which result in the highest number of lost files as shown
in Fig 3(b). Since the file transmission scheduling guarantees
that each DC will get to transmit the same amount of lost
files, it is possible to simply just calculate the amount of
transmission of a single DC. The amount of transmission is
mp(f + 1) if (f + 1) ≥ (Ndc − p). Here, (Ndc − p) is the
number of remaining DCs. When 2fp < (Ndc − p) where
2f is the number of DCs that have to send the lost files, the
remaining DCs which have to transmit the lost files transmit at
most �mp(f+1)

2fp � files. When 2fp ≥ (Ndc−p), all of remaining

DCs transmit at most �mp(f+1)
(Ndc−p) � files. When (f +1)p ≥ Ndc,

each remaining DC transmits at most � Nfile

(Ndc−p)� files because
all of files Nfile are transmitted by all of remaining DCs. Each
DC which stores the lost files transmits the files to the satellite.
Here, supposed that the propagation delay is ignored because
it is identical for each DC, the transmission time which is
required to restore the lost files can be calculated by amount
of transmission from each DC that sends the lost files over
the uplink capacity between the satellite and DCs. Therefore,
the transmission time on uplink communication, Υ rep, can be
formulated as follows.

Υrep =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

s
c� Nfile

Ndc−p�, if (f + 1)p ≥ Ndc,
s
c�m(f+1)p

Ndc−p �, elseif 2fp ≥ Ndc − p,
s
c�m(f+1)

2f �, otherwise.

(2)



(a) Lowest total transmission volume

(b) Highest total transmission volume

Fig. 3. Impact of different sets of malfunctioning DCs on total transmission
volume when p = 2 and f = 2.

The satellite needs to transmits m(f+1) files to each MDRU
because malfunctioning DC stores (f + 1) files. Thus, the
transmission time on downlink communication, Δ rep, can be
formulated as follows.

Δrep =
sm(f + 1)

c
=

Srep

c
. (3)

We can derive the transmission time from DCs to MDRUs
which is required to restore the lost files, Trep. In comparison
between transmission time on uplink and downlink commu-
nication, the larger one becomes Trep. Thus, Trep, can be
formulated as follows.

Trep = max{Υrep,Δrep},
here, Υrep ≤ Δrep

Trep = Δrep. (4)

C. Erasure coding

Fig 2(b) shows the data distribution procedure to restore the
lost data when f DCs are damaged in the integrated storage
system with erasure coding [10]. First, each file is divided
into k fragments. Then, f(= Ndc − k) parity fragments are
made from k fragments by using erasure coding. Subsequently,
all fragments are distributed to Ndc DCs. Such procedure
continues until all files are distributed, namely Nfile times.
While the number of files varies depending on the value of f
in the system with replication contrast, we notice that the size
of files varies in the system with erasure coding. The storage
volume on each DC, Sera, is defined by the following equation
because the fragment size of each file is equal to s/k as shown
in Fig. 2(b).

Sera =
sNfile

k
=

sNfile

(Ndc − f)
. (5)

When p DCs are damaged by disasters, (Ndc−p) remaining
DCs transmit Nfile(Ndc − f) fragments. Thus, the number of
transmission fragment on each remaining DC becomes at most
�Nfile(Ndc− f)/(Ndc− p)�. Therefore, the transmission time
on uplink communication, Υera, can be formulated as follows.

Υera =
s

(Ndc − f)c
�Nfile(Ndc − f)

(Ndc − p)
�. (6)

Nfile(Ndc − f) fragments are necessary to decode the lost
fragment on each DC in the system with erasure coding.
Thus, in downlink communication, the satellite needs to
transmit Nfile(Ndc − f) fragments to each MDRU. Thus, the
transmission time on downlink communication, Δera, can be
formulated as follows.

Δera =
s

(Ndc − f)c
Nfile(Ndc − f) =

sNfile

c
. (7)

The transmission time on the downlink communication is
longer than that of the uplink communication. Thus, the
transmission time from DCs to MDRUs which is required to
restore the lost fragments, Tera, can be formulated as,

Tera = Δera. (8)

In comparison with the replication, the erasure coding takes
longer time to transfer the data. We consider a method to
reduce the transmission time in the system with erasure
coding, because it is necessary to rapidly restore the lost data
in disaster areas.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

We propose a method to reduce the transmission time in the
integrated storage system with erasure coding. In comparison
with uplink communication, downlink communication takes
longer time to transfer the lost data. Therefore, we focus
on network coding technique and attempt to shorten the
transmission time on downlink communication by reducing
the amount of data which are transmitted from a satellite to
MDRUs.

In existing system that utilizes erasure coding, MDRUs
perform the decoding process to restore the lost fragments
as shown in Fig. 4(a). Thus, the satellite transmits Nfilek frag-
ments to each MDRU. Consequently, this method is inefficient
and takes longer time to transfer the fragments. In contrast to
the existing method, we propose a novel method that performs
decoding process at the satellite instead of MDRUs as shown
in Fig. 4(b). The proposed method results in a significant
reduction in the number of fragments which are transmitted
from the satellite to MDRUs, and its value becomes Nfile.
Unfortunately, the satellite needs to wait until it receives a
set of fragments of a file in order to decode and transmit
the decoded fragments. Consequently, the wait time is added
to the transmission time on downlink communication. Thus,
the transmission time of the proposed method, T pro

era , can be



(a) Existing method

(b) Proposed method

Fig. 4. Comparison of existing method and proposed method.

formulated as following equations.

T pro
era = max{Υera

c
,

sNfile

(Ndc − f)c
+

s

(Ndc − f)c
}

= max{Υera

c
,
s(Nfile + 1)

(Ndc − f)c
}. (9)

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we aim to verify the performance of the
proposed method compared with the system based on erasure
coding and replication. Especially, we evaluate the commu-
nications performance such as the storage volume and the
transmission time on uplink (and downlink) communication
when the actual number of damaged DCs p and the maximum
number of damaged DCs f change.

A. Parameter settings

The parameters, which defines the considered distributed
storage system, is summarized in Table II. The number of
satellites and DCs are set to 1 and 20, respectively. Suppose
that the bandwidth allocation method is FDMA (and PAMA)
based system where the size of guard band is ignored, while
uplink and downlink capacity are set to 1 MB/s. Moreover,
the system distributes 10, 000 files each with 1 MB of data to
all DCs.

B. Numerical results

First, we investigate the relationship between the maximum
number of damaged DCs and the storage volume on each DC,
which is necessary to restore the lost data. Fig. 5 shows the
storage volume on each DC when the maximum number of

TABLE II
PARAMETER SETTINGS.

Parameter Value
Number of satellites 1
Number of DCs Ndc 20

Up/downlink capacity C 10 MB/s
File size s 1 MB

Number of files Nfile 10000
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Fig. 5. Impact of maximum number of damaged DCs on storage volume of
each data center.

damaged DCs changes from 0 to 19. It is clear from Fig. 5
that the storage volume in the system with proposed method
and erasure coding is lower than that of the replication while
the storage volume of each DC increases with the increase of
the maximum number of damaged DCs. The storage volume
in the system with the proposed method is equal to that
of erasure coding because data distribution method of the
proposed method is the same as that of erasure coding. We
can verify that the proposed method and erasure coding are
the suitable data distribution methods when the storage volume
is taken into consideration.

Next, we evaluate the relationship between the maximum
number of damaged DCs and the transmission time to restore
the lost data. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the transmission time
when the actual number of damaged DCs is 1 and 2, respec-
tively. In the case of uplink communication, the performance
of the proposed method is same as erasure coding because the
proposed method focus on only downlink communication. The
system with replication achieves the lowest value when p = 1
as shown in Fig. 6(a). However, when the actual number of
damaged DCs increases, i.e., p = 2, the performance of repli-
cation becomes unstable as shown in Fig. 7(a). The compar-
ison of results between uplink and downlink communication
clearly demonstrates that the downlink communication takes
longer time in any case. We can notice that the transmission
time on downlink communication have more impact on system
performance. In the case of downlink, while the system with
erasure coding takes the longest time to transfer data, the
transmission time of the proposed method is the lowest by
decoding data at satellite and reduction of the transmission
volume. Therefore, we can verify that proposed method is the
suitable data distribution method also when the transmission
time is taken into consideration.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the impact of data
distribution method on communications performance in the
distributed storage system integrated satellite networks, DCs,
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Fig. 6. Impact of maximum number of damaged DCs on transmission time when actual number of damaged DCs p = 1.
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(a) Transmission time on uplink communication
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Fig. 7. Impact of maximum number of damaged DCs on transmission time when actual number of damaged DCs p = 2.

and MDRUs. The numerical analysis demonstrates that the
storage volume of the erasure coding becomes lower than that
of the replication while the transmission time becomes higher.
Therefore, in order to shorten the transmission time, we have
proposed a novel method that uses the satellite to decode the
data instead of MDRUs and transmits the decoded data to
MDRUs. Through numerical results, we have verified that the
proposed method achieves a higher performance.

However, the performance of the proposed method de-
creases when the maximum number of damaged DCs in-
creases. It would be interesting to further extend the efficient
transfer data method and explore the suitable maximum num-
ber of damaged DCs. We also want to consider another traffic
scenario, where the enable link capacity dynamically changes.
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